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CHANGING Dynamically the 
Behavior of Objects
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Remember the Template Method Pattern...

Class
templateMethod()

hookMethod1()

hookMethod2()

SpecializedClass

hookMethod1()

hookMethod2()

//Some common code
hookMethod1();
//Some more common code
hookMethod2();
//Even more common code

Abstract or default 
implementation

Specialized behavior 
(if necessary)
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What does it really mean?

! One “algorithm” (i.e. program logic) with many variations....

! The idea is to 
! put the algorithm in one place and 

! make variation points explicit ... 

! ...and then let them be re-implemented by subclasses

! It’s cool, but it’s static
! I can’t change my algorithm dynamically (at run-time)

! What should I do?

262

Favor Compositio
n over Inheritan

ce!
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Solution based on Composition

Class
templateMethod()

Variation Interface

hookMethod1()

hookMethod2()

//Some common code
var.hookMethod1();
//Some more common code
var.hookMethod2();
//Even more common code

var
Variation 1

Variation 2
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Strategy Pattern
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Java Layout Managers

! GUI container classes in Java 

! frames, dialogs, applets (top-level)

!panels (intermediate)

! Each container class has a layout manager 

!determine the size and position of components

!20 types of layouts

!~40 container-types

! imagine to combine them

   freely by inheritance ;)

! Consider also sorting...

!open-ended number of 

    sorting criteria
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Basic Aspects

! Intent

!Define a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one, and make them 
interchangeable

!Let the algorithm vary independently from clients that use it 

! Applicability

!You need different variants of an algorithm

!An algorithm uses data that clients shouldn't know about 

" avoid exposing complex, algorithm-specific data structures

!Many related classes differ only in their behavior

" configure a class with a particular behavior 
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Structure
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Participants

! Strategy

!declares an interface common to all supported algorithms.

!Context uses this interface to call the algorithm defined by a 
ConcreteStrategy

! ConcreteStrategy

! implements the algorithm using the Strategy interface

! Context

!configured with a ConcreteStrategy object

!may define an interface that lets Strategy objects to access its data
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Positive Consequences

! Families of related algorithms

!usually provide different implementations of the same behavior

!choice decided by time vs. space trade-offs

! Alternative to subclassing

!We still subclass the strategies...Why is this a big deal? ;)

! Eliminates conditional statements

!many conditional statements ! "invitation" to apply Strategy!
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Negative Consequences 

! Communication overhead between Strategy and Context

!some ConcreteStrategies don't need information passed from Context

! Clients must be aware of different strategies

!clients must understand the different strategies
SortedList studentRecords = new SortedList(new ShellSort()); 

! Increased number of objects

!each Context uses its concrete strategy objects

!can be reduced by keeping strategies stateless (share them)
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Implementation

! How does data flow between Context and Strategies?

!Approach 1: take data to the strategy

" decoupled, but might be inefficient

!Approach 2: pass Context itself and let strategies take data

" Context must provide a more comprehensive access to its data

" more coupled

! In Java strategy hierarchy might be inner classes

! Making Strategy object optional

!provide Context with default behavior

" if default used no need to create Strategy object 

!don't have to deal with Strategy unless you don't like the default 
behavior
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Encapsulating Invocations

272

Freeman, Head-First Design Patterns 2004
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! Sometimes all you know is that calling a method needs to trigger an 

action... but you can’t know what  action

! Sometimes you need to organize actions 

!e.g. group them in collections, run statistics

! Sometimes you need to  “record” (“backup”) actions

! to trace a symptom... or to restore a system

How Do I Avoid Hard-Coding Devices to Slots?

Treat A
ctio

ns as
 Objects!
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Command Pattern

“Objectifying” Actions
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Structure

create

set

Holds command

Transforms:   concreteReceiver.action() in command.execute()
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Basic Aspects

! Intent

! Encapsulate requests as objects, letting you to: 
" parameterize clients with different requests

" queue or log requests

" support undoable operations

! Applicability

! Parameterize objects
" replacement for callbacks

! Specify, queue, and execute requests at different times

! Support undo
" recover from crashes # needs undo operations in interface

! Support for logging changes
" recover from crashes # needs load/store operations in interface

! Model transactions
" structure systems around high-level operations built on primitive ones

" common interface " invoke all transaction same way
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Participants

! Command

!declares the interface for executing the operation

! ConcreteCommand

!binds a request with a concrete action

! Invoker

!asks the command to carry out the request

! Receiver

!knows how to perform the operations associated with  carrying out a 
request. 

! Client

!creates a ConcreteCommand and sets its receiver
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Collaborations

! Client ! ConcreteCommand

!creates and specifies receiver

! Invoker ! ConcreteCommand

! ConcreteCommand ! Receiver
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Consequences

! Decouples Invoker from Receiver

! Commands are first-class objects

!can be manipulated and extended 

! Composite Commands

!see also Composite pattern

! Easy to add new commands 

! Invoker does not change 

! it is Open-Closed

! Potential for an excessive number of command classes 
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Intelligence of Command objects

! "Dumb"

!delegate everything to Receiver

!used just to decouple Sender from Receiver

! "Genius"

!does everything itself without delegating at all

!useful if no receiver exists

! let ConcreteCommand be independent of further classes

! "Smart"

! find receiver dynamically
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Undoable Commands

! Need to store additional state to reverse execution

! receiver object

!parameters of the operation performed on receiver

!original values in receiver that may change due to request
" receiver must provide operations that makes possible for command object to 

return it to its prior state

! History list

!sequence of commands that have been executed 

" used as LIFO with reverse-execution " undo

" used as FIFO with execution " redo

!Commands may need to be copied
" when state of commands change by execution
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What If we want to Define Activities?

282

Freeman, Head-First Design Patterns 2004

Composed (Macro
) Actio

ns
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Composed Commands
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Composite Pattern
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Motivation

! GUI Windows and GUI elements

!How does the window hold and deal with the different items it has to 
manage?

!Widgets are different that WidgetContainers  
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Implementation Ideas

! Nightmare Implementation

! for each operation deal with each category of objects individually

!no uniformity and no hiding of complexity

!a lot of code duplication 

! Program to an Interface

!uniform dealing with widget operations

!but still containers are treated different  

class Window {
   Buttons[] myButtons;
   Menus[] myMenus;
   TextAreas[] myTextAreas;
   WidgetContainer[] myContainers;
   
   public void update() {
      if ( myButtons != null )
         for ( int k = 0; k < myButtons.length(); k++ )
            myButtons[k].refresh();
      if ( myMenus != null )
         for ( int k = 0; k < myMenus.length(); k++ )
            myMenus[k].display();
      if ( myTextAreas != null )
         for ( int k = 0; k < myButtons.length(); k++ )
            myTextAreas[k].refresh();
      if ( myContainers != null )
         for (int k = 0; k < myContainers.length();k++)
            myContainers[k].updateElements();

      // ...etc. } 
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Nightmare Implementation

287



class Window {

   GUIWidgets[] myWidgets;

   WidgetContainer[] myContainers;

   

   public void update() {

     if(myWidgets != null)

       for (int k = 0; k < myWidgets.length(); k++)

          myWidgets[k].update();

     if(myContainers != null)

       for (int k = 0; k < myContainers.length(); k++)

          myContainers[k].updateElements();

      // .. .. etc.

   }

}
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“Program to an Interface”
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Basic Aspects of Composite Pattern

! Intent
!Treat individual objects and compositions of these object uniformly 
!Compose objects into tree-structures to represent recursive 

aggregations

! Applicability
! represent part-whole hierarchies of objects
!be able to ignore the difference between compositions of objects and 

individual objects 
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Structure
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Participants & Collaborations

! Component

!declares interface for objects in the composition

! implements default behavior for components when possible

! Composite

!defines behavior for components having children

!stores child components
" implement child-specific operations

! Leaf

!defines behavior for primitive objects in the composition

! Client

!manipulates objects in the composition through the Component 
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Consequences

! Defines uniform class hierarchies
! recursive composition of objects

! Make clients simple
! don't know whether dealing with a leaf or a composite

! simplifies code because it avoids to deal in a different manner with each class  

! Easier to extend
! easy to add new Composite or Leave classes

! glorious application of Open-Closed Principle ;)

! Design excessively general
! type checks needed to restrict the types admitted in a particular composite 

structure
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Applying Composite to Widget Problem

! See code

!Component implements default behavior when possible  
" Button, Menu, etc override Component methods when needed 

!WidgetContainer will have to override all widget operations 

class WidgetContainer {

   Component[] myComponents;

   

   public void update() {

     if ( myComponents != null )

       for( int k = 0; k < myComponents.length(); k++ )

          myComponents[k].update();

     }

}
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Composite for Widgets...
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Where to Place Container Operations ?

! adding, deleting, managing components in composite

! should they be placed in Component or in Composite?

! Pro-Transparency Approach

! Declaring them in the Component gives all subclasses the same interface 
" All subclasses can be treated alike. 

! costs safety
" clients may do stupid things like adding objects to leaves

" getComposite() to improve safety.

! Pro-Safety Approach

! Declaring them in Composite is safer 
" Adding or removing widgets to non-WidgetContainers is an error 



class Component {
    public Composite GetComposite() { return 0; }
    //...
}
    
class Composite extends Component {
    public void Add(Component);
    // ...
    public Composite GetComposite() { return this; }
}
     
class Leaf extends Component { /* ... */ }

Composite aComposite = new Composite();
Leaf aLeaf = new Leaf();
Component aComponent; Composite test;
    
aComponent = aComposite; test = aComponent->GetComposite();
if (test != null ) { test->Add(new Leaf); }
    
aComponent = aLeaf; test = aComponent->GetComposite();
if (test != null ) { test->Add(new Leaf); } // no add !
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GetComposite Solution
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Other Implementation Issues

! Explicit parent references

!simplifies traversal

!place it in Component

! the consistency issue
" change parent reference only when add or remove child

! Child Ordering

!consider using Iterator

! Who should delete components?

!Composite should delete its children

! Caching to improve performance

!cache information about children in parents 


